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Who are Affinity?
Thank you for inviting us here today
We are an independent wealth management company, enabling clients to
align values with their wealth.
We provide advice, structuring and investment solutions; including guidance
on charitable giving and investing sustainably.
Our ethics and values – the intangibles that count – are at the core of
everything we do.

We were the first Jersey firm to become a UN Global Compact participant,
consistent with Affinity’s commitment to sustainability.
To us, this means making economic prosperity long lasting, more socially
inclusive and less dependent on the exploitation of finite resources and the
natural environment.
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Who are Affinity?
UN Global Compact Participants
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Reducing emissions
By being conscious of our own carbon footprint

Recycling & use of LEDs

Providing drinking water & keepcups,
Installed bike racks & shower
Training remotely – reducing air travel

Educating staff & wellbeing program (nutritionist)
Staff pension……
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Reducing emissions
By mobilising capital

The rationale for sustainable investing has gained support and
legitimacy. This imperative of sustainable finance is nothing new; what
is new is the momentum behind its implementation.
A framework has been provided in the form of UN Sustainable
Development Goals, which are mobilising international capital flows
Today, companies that provide solutions to the challenges faced are
well placed to grow strongly.
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Reducing emissions
By mobilising capital
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Reducing emissions
By using specialist funds targeting potential avoided emissions
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Reducing emissions
By mobilising capital
We support
Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust (DWCT)
www.durrell.org
And have committed to;
Donating a portion of our Sustainable Strategy’s management fees
&
Sponsoring the Go Wild Gorillas campaign
&
Introducing clients who may wish to support the charity
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Disclaimer: DWCT is a registered charity, and is not involved in any of the activities undertaken by Affinity Private
Wealth or APW Investors Limited (APWIL), which is an investment management business regulated by the Jersey
Financial Services Commission. DWCT, furthermore, do not endorse or recommend any third party investment
strategy and any decision by an investor to invest with APWIL will be exclusively subject to terms between such
investor and APWIL. No reliance may be placed on DWCT and no responsibility express or implied will be accepted
by DWCT in connection with a decision to invest with APWIL.

CSR
Walking the walk
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Happy to discuss further
Please contact us
Russell Waite
E: russell@affinitypw.com
T: +44 1534 828482
M: +44 7700 828482
Julia Warrander
E: julia@affinitypw.com
T: +44 1534 828481
M: +44 7829 888001

Affinity Private Wealth is a trading name for APW Investors Limited and Affinity Trust Limited, which are both regulated by the Jersey Financial Services
Commission. Registered office 24 Seale Street, St Helier, Jersey JE2 3QG.

This document is for discussion purposes only and is not an advertisement and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy
shares in any fund. This document has been provided to you in a private and confidential manner and may not be reproduced or disseminated to third
parties without prior written consent.
This document concerns certain investment strategies and does not purport to disclose details about any particular existing investments. This document
is accordingly provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute investment advice. This document does not give exhaustive details about
the parties, structures or investment processes. The information herein is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, accounting, legal or
tax advice or investment recommendations. Please consult independent tax, legal, accounting or other advisors in the course of assessing any strategies
mentioned in this document.
Risk Warnings
Affinity Private Wealth does not guarantee the performance of any investments. The price of investments may go up or down and the investor may not
get back the amount invested. Your income is not fixed and may fluctuate. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of the
investment involving exposure to foreign currencies can be affected by exchange rate movements. We remind you that the levels and bases of, and
reliefs from, taxation can change.
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